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Forthcoming papers 
The following papers will be published in future issues: 
Shreeram S. Abhyankar and Sudhir R. Ghorpade, Young tableaux and linear 
independence of standard monomials in multiminors of a multimatrix 
As a culmination of the efforts of the invariant theorists from Clebsch, Gordan, Young, , to Rota, 
in 1972 Doubilet-Rota-Stein proved the Straightening Law which says that the standard monomials 
in the minors of a matrix X, which correspond to standard bitableaux, form a vector space basis of the 
polynomial ring K[X] in the indeterminate entries X over the coefficient held K. Now we may ask 
what happens to this when we consider ‘higher dimensional’ matrices by using cubical, 4-way,. . , 
q-way determinants which were already introduced by Cayley in 1843. In the present paper we show 
that, for every 9 > 2, the standard monomials in the multiminors of the multimatrix X are linearly 
independent over K. In a forthcoming paper it will be shown that they do not span the polynomial 
ring K[X]. The proof of linear independence given in this paper also applies to the classical case of 
9 = 2. 
Ferenc Juhaisz, The asymptotic behaviour of Fiedler’s algebraic connectivity for 
random graphs 
Let G(n) be a 2-block random graph with the expectations p,* cp,,, pz2. It is proved that the 
algebraic connectivity is p,g + o(n i+‘) in probability. 
Xueliang Li and Fuji Zhang, The numbers of spanning trees and Eulerian 
tours in generalized de Bruijn graphs 
In this paper, we give the spectra and characteristic polynomials of generalized de Bruijn graphs. By 
Tutte’s theorem we can obtain the number of spanning trees and the number of Eulerian tours in such 
graphs. 
B. Manvel, A. Meyerowitz, A. Schwenk, K. Smith and P. Stockmeyer, 
Reconstruction of sequences 
Every sequence of length n determines (2) subsequences of length k. We investigate the relationship 
between such subsequences and the original sequence. In particular, we show that for n >7 and 
k 3 [n/2] the subsequence uniquely determine the original sequence, and for k < log, n they do not. 
Y.H. Peng, The chromatic uniqueness of certain bipartite graphs 
Let K(p, q), p c q, denote the complete bipartite graph in which the two partite sets consists of p and 
4 vertices, respectively. We denote by K’(p, q), the family of all graphs obtained by deleting any r 
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distinct edges from K(p, q). Teo and Koh showed that K-‘(p, q) is chromatically unique (in short 
X-unique) for all p, q such that 3 sp s q. In this paper, we obtain a sufficient condition for a graph in 
K-*(p, q) to be X-unique. Using this result, we then prove that each graph in K’(p,p + d) is 
X-unique for p > 4 and 0 s d s 3. For d 34, the graphs in K-‘(p, p + d) are X-unique if 
p > (A + ti)/4d*, where A and B are polynomials in d. We also show that each graph 
(+ K(4,4) - K(1,3)) in K3(p, p + d) is X-unqiue, for p 2 4 and d = 0, 1; and all graphs in 
K3(p, p + 2) are X-unique if and only if all graphs in K?(p + 1, p + 1) are X-unique, where p 2 4. 
Finally we prove that every graph in K4(p, p + 1) is X-unique for p > 5. 
M. El-Zahar and N.W. Sauer, Ramsey-type properties of relational structures 
Let 2 be a relational language and % a set of =Y-structures. Q is indivisible if to each A E % there is a 
relational structure R(A) E ‘?I such that for every partition of R(A) into two classes C and D, there is 
an embedding of A into C or into D. (If Folkman’s theorem (1970) holds in a.) We will investigate 
this property of indivisibility in the case where 91= age S for some countable relational structure S (age 
S is the set of all finite substructures of S up to isomorphism). In particular, if S is homogeneous, the 
divisibility or indivisibility of age S is related to the way in which the elements of age S amalgamate. 
Mika Watanabe, Arrow relations on families of finite sets 
Let n, m, and k be positive integers. Let X be a set of cardinality n, and let S be a family of subsets 
of X. We write 
(n, m)+ (n - 1, m - k), 
when for all S with 1912 m, there exists an element x of X such that the family {F - {x}: F E 9) has 
cardinality at least m -k. We show that (n, m)+ (n - 1, m - 4) for all m s [17n/6], (n, m)- 
(n-l,m-5)forallm~[13n/4], and(n,m)-+(n-l,m-6)forallm<[7n/2]. 
Geoff Whittle, Quotients of submodular functions 
This paper develops a theory of quotients for submodular functions. The theory generalises the theory 
of quotients of matroids. 
A. Bialostocki and P. Dierker, An isoperimetric lemma 
A continuous version of the following problem is solved: Let G be a multipartite graph with a given 
partition of its vertex set, A, U A, U . . . U A,. Find the maximum possible number of edges in G such 
that G has no connected component with more than t vertices. 
W. Edwin Clark, Blocking sets in finite projective spaces and uneven binary 
codes 
A l-blocking set in the projective space PG(m, 2), m 32, is a set B of points such that any 
(m - l)-flat meets B and no l-flat is contained in E. A binary linear code is said to be uneven if it 
contains at least one codeword of odd weight. If B is a l-blocking set in PG(r - 1, 2) and 
dim(B) = r - 1 any matrix H whose columns are the vectors in B is a parity check matrix for an 
uneven binary code of length n = IBI, redundancy r, and minimum distance at least 4. Conversely, if 
B is the set of columns of the parity check matrix of such a code then it is a l-blocking set. Using this 
and results on uneven binary codes of minimum distance 4, the author shows that there exists a 
l-blocking set of cardinality n if and only if 5 s n s 5 . 2”m3. 
